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Prandina Sino LED Table Lamp
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Filippo Mambretti

Prandina Sino LED Table Lamp by
Filippo Mambretti

The Sino Collection by Prandina tells a story of light, volume and
precious materials. Designed in Italy by Filipo Mambretti, the
Prandina Sino Table Lamp has an opal, mouth-blown glass
lampshade set on a tubular, elegant structure. The design of Sino
is characterised by lines and shapes that create a minimalistic
silhouette, suitable for different interior contexts.

For the Sino Table Lamp, Prandina have used the ancient
technique of mouth-blown glass to create a diffuser that
accentuates light and emphasises its properties. The shade
creates a glare-free light, producing a calming effect for
bedrooms, living rooms or work and study, but could also fit
perfectly in a business office. The diffuser enables light to travel in
two different ways, directly onto a surface and indirectly around
the room and environment. This means it provides functionality
for two different purposes. It could be used as illuminating a
bedside table for a focused reading lamp with direct light, whilst
also lighting up the space around the product indirectly.

The Sino Table Lamp is available in gold or black for a refined
effect or white for a more minimalistic look. The structure is made
of galvanised metal and the lampshade is made of crystal. The
Sino is dimmable and has an integrated LED light source, with a
2700K (warmest white) colour temperature. Sino is also available
with a 3000K (warm white) colour temperature on request. Each
finish also comes with a different colour fabric cable. White has a
matching colour cable and Black and Gold have a black cable.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/Prandina-Sino-LED-Table-Lamp/10000794


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 4W, 2700K, 505 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: In line dimmer included on the cable.

Dimensions: 43.5cm height
27cm width
23cm shade height
21cm shade width
200 cm cable length
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